Regatta Management Agreement

(I)

General Information

1. The purpose of the Regatta Management Agreement is to establish a worldwide standard regatta
management procedures for the DN Class.
2. Changes in this document shall be governed by the EPIC agreement and can be initiated by either
organization of the Continental Governing Group (CGG).
3. WORLD COMMODORE. There shall be an honorary office of World Commodore. The World
Commodore will be the official representative of the DN Class at the Gold Cup and associated
continental regattas. The World Commodore shall be from the continent hosting the World DN
Championship (Gold Cup). The World Commodore may appoint a designated representative.
4. The procedure for determining entry fees, due dates, payment and insurance requirements as well
as registration procedures for all DN Class regattas shall be determined by the CGG hosting the regatta.
5. The national affiliation of each DN member is identified by national letter designators: Australia
KA, Italy I, Austria OE, Latvia O, Belarus B, Lithuania T, Canada KC, Netherlands H, Czech Republic CZ,
Norway N, Denmark D, Poland P, Estonia C, Russia R, Finland L, Sweden S, France F, Switzerland Z,
Germany G, United Kingdom K, Hungary M, United States US, China CH.
Members of countries not appearing on this list may request the assignment of an appropriate national
letter designator. It is the responsibility of IDNIYRA Europe to assign national letter designators for the
continents of Europe, Asia, Africa and Antarctica. It is responsibility of IDNIYRA NA to assign national
letter designators for the continents of North and South America and Australia.
6.
(II)

Sail numbers will be assigned in accordance with Continental governing documents.
DN Class Regattas

7. General rules for World DN Championship (Gold Cup), a European Championship and a North
American Championships (GC, EC, NAC).
a) DN Class Regattas are open to any member in good standing of the IDNIYRA or IDNIYRA Europe.
b) The World DN Championship (Gold Cup) is held annually; the site alternating between continents,
even if the previous event was not sailed.
c) The Continental organization hosting the Gold Cup shall select the host region or country and dates.
The Continental organization shall manage the regatta with the assistance of the selected region or
country in accordance with this Regatta Management Agreement.
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d) The GC, EC, NAC shall be held during a specific week, beginning on a Saturday with registration and
with Sunday as first racing day. The regatta ends on or before the following Saturday.
e) Gold Cup Racing There shall be seven races scheduled for each fleet at the Gold Cup and sailed
alternately. Cancellation of races in one fleet shall not affect the races in another fleet. The regatta, as a
whole, will be considered a complete event if the Gold Fleet finishes a minimum of three races,
regardless of the number of races completed by the other fleets. If the regatta is completed, prizes will
be awarded to all fleets that have completed one or more races.
f) If no races have been completed, day 1 may be postponed. If the regatta is moved, the CGG may
restart the regatta. If all fleets have completed four races by sunset of the third day, the regatta is over.
If the minimum number of races has not been completed by sunset of the fourth day, racing will
continue on the remaining days until the minimum number of races is completed. The regatta is
cancelled if the minimum number of races has not been completed by sunset on Saturday, or in view of
the weather and/or ice conditions the regatta is abandoned by the Race Committee. On the final day,
every effort should be made to complete all the originally scheduled races.
g) Cancellation of races in one fleet shall not affect the races in another fleet.
8.

Specific rules for European and North American Championships

a) The European and North American Championships are held annually on their respective continent.
b) It is the responsibility of the relevant CGG to select the host region/country and with the assistance
of that regional authority, to manage the EC and NAC regatta in accordance with this Regatta
Management Agreement and the relevant continental bylaws.
c) Dates. The Continental organization hosting the Championship regatta not held in conjunction with
the Gold Cup shall pick dates that do not conflict with the Gold Cup. There shall be a minimum of 13
days between events. The regatta start date, number of days of the regatta and number of races shall
be determined by the host Continental Governing Documents or Notice of Race and Sailing
Instructions.
d) When held in conjunction with the Gold Cup, the regatta is held on the day or days remaining after
the completion of the Gold Cup. There shall be seven races scheduled for each fleet and sailed
alternately.
e) Cancellation of races in one fleet shall not affect the races in another fleet.
f) The regatta, as a whole, will be considered a complete event if the Gold Fleet finishes a minimum of
three races, regardless of the number of races completed by the other fleets. If the regatta is
completed, prizes will be awarded to all fleets that have completed one or more races.
g) Entries The regatta is open to any member in good standing of the IDNIYRA or IDNIYRA Europe. Fees
and entry dates are set by the continental organization hosting the event.
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(III)
9.

Race management procedures
Check-in

a) Every skipper must register in accordance with the host continental governing documents and the
Notice of Race.
b) All skippers are required to show Proof of Liability Insurance. The amount of insurance will be
determined by the host CGD or Notice of Race.
c) Following registration and after fleet assignments are determined, the race committee will conduct
a random drawing for starting positions for the first race. In subsequent races, yachts are positioned on
the starting line according to their finishing position in the previous race.
10. Fleet Splitting and Assignments
a) All registered sailors will be divided into fleets as necessary. The number of sailors in each fleet will
be determined by the race committee, with approval of a majority of those members of the host CGG
present, after the close of registration. The recommended maximum fleet size is fifty sailors per fleet.
Fleets of approximately equal size are desirable but not mandated. When determining fleet size the
safety of all participants is the primary consideration.
b) Fleet assignments will be based on the following criteria:
1. Gold Fleet:
•

Skippers who finished in the first 3 places in the Silver Fleet of the preceding continental or
higher regatta.

•

Skippers who finished in the first 12 places of the Silver Fleet mini-qualification race.

•

The remainder of this fleet will be comprised of the top ranked skippers who have registered
and checked-in prior to the deadline.

2. Silver Fleet:
•

Skippers who finished in the first three places in the Bronze Fleet of the preceding continental
or higher regatta.

•

Skippers who finished in the first 12 places of the Bronze Fleet mini-qualification race.

•

The remainder of this fleet will be comprised of the top ranked skippers who have registered
and checked-in prior to the deadline that are not in a higher fleet.
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3. Bronze Fleet:
•

Skippers who finished in the first three places in the Aluminum Fleet in the preceding
continental or higher regatta.

•

Skippers who finished in the first 12 places of the Aluminum Fleet mini qualification race.

•

The remainder of this fleet will be comprised of the top ranked skippers who have registered
and checked-in prior to the deadline that are not in a higher fleet.

4. Aluminum Fleet:
•

All remaining skippers.

11. Race Sequence
a) The races are scheduled in the following sequence: Mini-qualification races, then races as defined in
relevant sailing instruction.
b) Delays caused by weather or ice conditions may necessitate changes in the above schedule. The
host region authority in consultation with the continental class officers present at the regatta has the
authority to make changes deemed necessary for safety or to complete the regatta in time. This may
include postponing to a later day, canceling non-gold fleets to give time for Gold fleet races and other
appropriate measures.
12. Mini Qualification Races
a) A race will be held for all non-ranked and Aluminum fleet sailors. This race will be a minimum of
three laps with the first 12 places qualifying for Bronze fleet. The remainder of the finishers will be
scored as follows: 13th place will receive the 1st place points, 14th place will receive the 2nd place
points, 15th place will receive the 3rd place points, and so on to the end of the finishers. The race will
be counted as the first Aluminum fleet race.
b) The race committee must be notified of any protest involving the first 12 finishers within 10 minutes
of the last boat finishing.
c) A second race will be held for all Bronze fleet sailors including those who have just qualified for
Bronze fleet. This race will start no sooner than 20 minutes after the 12th boat finishes the previous
qualifier. This race will be a minimum of three laps with the first 12 places qualifying for the Silver fleet.
d) The remainder of the finishers will be scored as follows: 13th place will receive the 1st place points,
14th place will receive the 2nd place points, 15th place will receive the 3rd place points, and so on to
the end of the finishers. The race will be counted as the first Bronze Fleet race.
e) A third race will be held for all Silver fleet sailors including those who have just qualified for Silver
fleet. This race will start no sooner than 20 minutes after the 12th boat finishes the previous qualifier.
This race will be a minimum of three laps with the first 12 places qualifying for the Gold fleet. The
remainder of the finishers will be scored as follows: 13th place will receive the 1st place points, 14th
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place will receive the 2nd place points, 15th place will receive the 3rd place points, and so on to the
end of the finishers. This race will be counted as the first Silver fleet race.
f) The first race of the Gold fleet will start no sooner than 20 minutes after the 12th boat finishes the
previous qualifier. The Race Committee, with the approval of the Governing Committee members
present at the race, may cancel the Mini-qualification Races if time or conditions warrant.
13. Scoring
a) DN race system Scoring will be done by assigning points in the following manner: first place, 1 point;
second place, 2 points; third place, 3 points; fourth place, 4 points; fifth place, 5 points; etc. - lowest
score to win. DNS, DNF, RET, DSQ, and DNE are assigned points equal to 1 plus the number of yachts in
the fleet after the mini-qualification races.
b) Ties will be broken by the following algorithm: If two or more skippers are tied for a position, the
skipper who finished ahead of the other in the most races wins the tie. If the tie is not broken, the
skipper who finished ahead of the other in the last race wins the tie. If necessary, the next to last race
will be used to break the tie. If the tie is still not broken, the next previous race will be compared, and
so on in reverse order. If the tie is not broken after all races are compared, it will be declared a tie.
Note: All races will be considered in breaking ties (including any throw-outs).
c) Throw-outs: When fewer than five (5) races are completed a yacht’s score shall be total of her race
scores. When from five (5) to eleven (11) races are completed, a yacht’s score will be the total of her
race scores, excluding her worst score, except that at DNE (Disqualification Not Excludable) may not be
excluded. When twelve (12) or more races are complete, a yacht’s score will be the total of her race
scores, excluding her two worse scores, except that a DNE may not be excluded.
d) Definitions: The following definitions apply to regatta scoring.
•

DNS (Did Not Start): a competitor who did not start a race.

•

DNF (Did Not Finish): a competitor that started a race but did not finish.

•

DSQ (Disqualified): a competitor who is disqualified by the race committee and or protest
committee.

•

DNE (Disqualified Not Excludable) : a competitor who is disqualified by a race committee or
protest committee, where that disqualification may not be excluded from the score.

•

RET (Retired After Finishing): a competitor that started and finished a race but advised the race
committee that he/she would withdraw from the race instead of being scored in his/her
finishing position. Other yacht’s scores are to be adjusted accordingly.”
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14. DN Split Fleet Ranking
The Continental Secretaries shall maintain a fleet ranking. This ranking shall be updated yearly and shall
be published by October 15 using regatta results from the previous two GCs (Gold Cup), NACs (North
American Championships), and ECs (European Championships). This ranking shall be the lessor of the
following:
•

Best finish in the Gold fleet in the previous two WCs, NACs, and ECs.

•

22 plus your best finish in the Silver fleet in the previous two WCs, NACs, and ECs.

•

40 plus your best finish in the Bronze fleet in the previous two WCs, NACs, and ECs.

•

58 plus your best finish in the Aluminum fleet in the previous two WCs, NACs, and ECs. In the
event of equal ranking for more than one sailor, the ranking which is based on the most recent
race result will be considered higher.

All corrections must be submitted to the respective Continental Secretary by November 15. The list will
be final on December 1.
15. Trophies and Prizes
The Perpetual Trophies are described in the DN Class Yearbook. They must be returned to the
Association at or before the next regatta. The Gold Cup Junior Trophy shall be awarded to the best
Junior sailor who is under 25 years old on the day of check-in.
Keeper Trophies will be awarded to the first ten skippers in the final standings in a Single Fleet regatta,
and in a Split Fleet regatta to the first ten in each of the Fleets.
16. No commercial information will appear on any DN parts other than standard sailmaker’s or
builder’s marks. Those marks must comply with the following criterion: One sailmaker’s mark may
appear on each side of the sail. The entire mark must be within 16” of the tack. One or two builder’s
marks may be displayed on a part made by that builder. All builder’s marks must be smaller than 6” by
6”. This requirement will apply from 7:00 AM of the first day of any official activity for a regatta until
after the awards ceremony for that regatta.
17. The DN Class is an amateur racing association. The DN Class is managed by volunteers and is
financially self-sufficient. To preserve this character, the DN Class and its members will not participate
in commercial promotion at DN Class events, however, the class recognizes that many of the
commercial builders of DN equipment and also sail in the DN Class and sell gear at the events. The DN
Class recognizes the importance of suppliers of DN sailing products. The relationship between the DN
Class and DN suppliers may include: support of raffles, advertising of DN related products and supplier
listings in DN Class publications, and other similar activities in keeping with the character of the DN
Class.
The CGG may allow sponsorship at DN Class events, so long as said sponsorship shall benefit the
organization as a whole, and not any individual competitor or group of sailors.
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(IV)

RACING RULES

18. The Racing Rules of the National Iceboat Authority shall prevail, supplemented by the following
Association rules:
a) Failure to use a parking brake at any time a yacht is left unattended with sail up, may result in
disqualification for the entire regatta if damage or injury results and the Race Committee deems it
appropriate.
b) While racing, each sailor must wear a helmet that they determine adequately protects them from
the hazards of the sport. As a minimum, the helmet will be hard-surfaced, energy- absorbing crushable
foam-lined, covering 3/4 of the head and covering the ears. This minimum helmet standard has not
been shown to provide adequate protection from the hazards of the sport in all circumstances.
Interpretations of this rule may be made by the Governing Committee.
c) All races shall be a minimum of four (4) miles in length. (6 1/2 km)
d) Lap time limit shall be 6 1/2 minutes per mile (1 mile between marks = 13 minute lap time limit).
(see N.I.A. Rules, Part II, par. G.)
e) No race may be started with less than 1/2 hour remaining before official sunset. This time may be
increased at the discretion of the Regatta Chairman and his advisors.
f) Official sunset time shall be posted at the skippers registration area at the time of registration.
g) The same equipment (except runners and sails) must be used throughout the entire regatta, except
articles found illegal in one race, or equipment determined by the race committee to be damaged and
unusable.
h) No yacht shall be expected to start any race (championship, gold, silver, etc.) earlier than 15
minutes after the last boat finishes the race (or qualifier) in which the yacht competed.
i) No electronic equipment may be used during racing, except timing devices and cameras.
j) The first yacht finishes her race after completing the scheduled number of laps. Any following yacht
finishes the race when she crosses the Finish Line after the finish of the first yacht. In each race, a yacht
will be scored ahead of all yachts with fewer laps. Any yacht not finishing within 20 minutes of the first
yacht will be scored according to her finish in the previous lap (if no laps have been completed she will
be scored DNF).
k) The Continental Governing Group of the host continent may further modify the racing rules. Any
modifications must be published in the Sailing Instructions and course diagram if applicable.
19. Racecourse description
a) All Championship regattas will use the National Iceboat Authority Inline or Darling race course
configuration. A copy of the course diagram shall be included in the Sailing Instructions.
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b) Any modification to the course configuration for a DN Class Championship must be approved by the
Host CGG, after notifying the other CGG and allowing 30 days for comments.
(V)

PROTEST PROCEDURE, APPEALS

a) Any protest should be handled according to “Part V Protests, Disqualifications, Appeals” and
“APPENDIX V – PROTEST PROCERURE” of the Constitution and Racing Rules of the National Iceboat
Authority.
b) Protest procedure for the mini qualifier races.
The race committee must be notified of any protest involving the first 12 finishers within 10 minutes of
the last boat finishing. The protested sailor will be notified immediately, and the protest hearing will
occur on the ice. These protests will be heard by a protest committee consisting of 3 sailors or judges
from another fleet. An abridged protest form shall be submitted that states at a minimum the sail
numbers of the affected sailors and a diagram of the infraction.
Each affected sailor will have 3 minutes to describe the situation, and may call one witness, who will
have up to 2 minutes of discussion. A decision will be rendered immediately by the protest committee.
These decisions may not be appealed.
All other protests for the mini qualifiers shall be conducted with standard NIA procedure.
c) The protest committee may, at its discretion, award a score of DNE (Disqualified Not Excludable) to
a disqualified yacht that has been found to have dangerously violated NIA Rules Part IV, Sailing Rules.
d) Appeals against any Regatta Protest Committee decisions may be given to the relevant continental
authority – NIA in North America and EDNIA in Europe.
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